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Do you Want to Know How to train the Smartest dog ever?  Read this book for FREE on Kindle

Unlimited ~ Do you have trouble controlling your dog? Are you sick and tired of the frustration that

comes from living with an undisciplined dog? Do you want your dog to become smarter and do what

you say?When you download Brain Games for Dogs: Training, Tricks, and Activities for your

DogÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Physical and Mental wellness, you will learn proven methods and some of the best

technique for your dog mental health. You will discover everything you need to know to keep your

dog in shape for years to come. It is a fact that when it comes to your brain, itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a "use it or

lose it". On average, humans engage in brain exercises every day. We work crossword puzzles,

play challenging video games, and solve problems at work and so on. But what about our dog?

Dogs need brain stimulation just as humans do. There are several brain games for dogs which are

excellent ways to exercise his mind while bonding with him at the same time. Many games provide

physical work-outs into the mix. Not only are these games effective in enhancing brain function in

your dog, they are rewarding for both your dog and you and best of allÃ¢â‚¬Â¦they are fun! Whether

your dog is an average adult, a young puppy, a senior or even handicapped, this book has brain

training games for all. No dog is left behind. In this book you will not only learn tricks to teach your

dog but also his brain and how it correlates with the humans. You will be amazed at the similarities

and just what he is capable of learning. Learn interactive games to teach your dog, on his own turf

where he is most likely to be comfortable. Having a Ball: The Muffin Tin Game is a great indoors

game that helps your dog exercise his memory. For the backyard, Brainy Tug of War is a favorite

that encourages him to follow various commands while getting physical exercise and having fun as

well. Word Games for dogs are excellent to help your pooch stretch his vocabulary which is very

important because the verbal auditory part of the brain is one that you and your dog both share so

keeping it in tip-top shape helps ensure a strong bond between the two of you. These dog tricks can

be done in very small spaces like tiny apartments or in the garden. Bowling Fetch is an especially

fun game as well as Garden Brain Games. Both train your dog in order to exercise his listening skills

and following instructions. Scent games give your dog the upper hand since that is a prime part of

his brain. The games detailed in this book will incorporate his excellent sense of smell with

problem-solving exercises, memory, and other learning skills. Take the lessons to the water if your

dog loves the lake or pond. You can even do them on the beach. Water Logged Tricks and Water

Fetch add an extra twist to brain games in that they are done within the water, adding an extra

sensory effect in the mix. With this fun dog activity book, you will learn to challenge your dog in

order to use more of his brain so he will actually become more intelligent. In this way, you will also



encourage him to keep his brain active because, just as humans, it's "use it or lose it". So, read on

and get ready to have the smartest pooch on the block because a dog whose owner spends time

teaching him is not only brilliant but enormously happy, too!Download Brain Games for Dogs:

Training, Tricks, and Activities for your DogÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Physical and Mental wellness now, and start

training a healthy, well behaved and obedient dog!Hurry!!! Scroll to the top and select the "BUY"

button for instant download.YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll be happy you did and your dog too!==>Download your

Copy Now!!
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This book brought up an idea which I have never heard of before, brain training for dogs. I know that

brain training and brain games are useful ways to become sharper and smarter but I never thought

that the same tips could be adapted for my dog! This book has probably 30 different games you can

play with your dogs which will make them understand that they are loved and challenge their mental



faculties to make sure that they stay sharp as they age. Good book, highly reccomended

Skip this book. You can find the same ideas with better application and instruction for free with a few

Google searches. Sorry I wasted money on this.

Good book but very basic

I'd give this book 4 stars because, though factual and helpful, the author included too many errors,

in my opinion, in word usage, placement and spelling. As I mentioned, it's a great starter book for

pups but lacked necessary details to affect change in your dog's behavior.

I reckon it contains very effective methods and interactive games you can play with your dogs or

puppies. It gives you a lot of ideas on what are the effective dog tricks and training to increase

intelligence and understanding for your dog. It helps them become more energetic, wiser, skillful,

boost their confidence. It also will strengthen your bond with your dog and it can serve as exercise

for him. In any case you have dog that requires special attention, this is also good for them. I really

like the Water fetch game, brainy tug of war, buried treasure, I spy, bowling fetch and garden brain

games for instance.

You can have a disciplined and well trained dog you ever had with the right direction and devoting

some time to your dog at right time and in right way. This is very fun thing to do. We can teach our

dogs by playing games. This brain game has many advantages. They are great way to bond with

our pets. Research shows that these game are very helpful to enhance learning skills and memory

power.Word games were very helpful for reminding things to my dog. I enjoyed hide and seek

games. Playing game in water will make your dog not to be afraid of bathing. There are both indoor

and outdoor games so you can choose which ever you want. Pets are family so itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s

better to have well trained.

Haven't had time to finish reading the book yet. I did try a few of the games with my little girl but so

far she doesn't seem that interested.

Got this ebook to try out the various games and to initiate training my dog. There are some good

games and tips to be had. Good book.
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